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Chapter 1

amigaguide

1.1 Disk Magazines

+3380(AB) GRAPEVINE 20 UNPACK A B
----------------------
Now down to 2 disks and coming out every 2 months.....

+3385(AB) MAG E #5 UNPACK A B
------------------
The best Sci-Fi/Fantasy mag available for your Amiga which is NOT solely
Star Trek based. (We dont want no complaints from the anorak brigade
that TFF is better). Amy on here we have 13 Red Dwarf articles, 7 Fantasy
articles, 13 RPG articles, 23 Sci-Fi articles and 25 Dr Who articles. There
is also some Star Trek pictures and various samples taken from TV shows.
Please support this mag, it is a real good read and deserves to do well so
get a copy now.

+3409 THIRD DIMENSION #7 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The only disk magazine dedicated to 3D Construction Kit users. Tutorials,
Reviews, Letters etc etc. Excellent for anyone seriously into using this
utility.

+3413 CYBER PUNK NOW! #3 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
A magazine dedicated to everything Cyberpunk. Internet, Virtual Reality,
Hacking, CyberArt, CyberSex, Futurism, Sci-Fi and computers in general +
anims and pictures. Reviewed favourably in CU AMIGA (Nov 94).

+3425 THIRD DIMENSION #1 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The only disk magazine dedicated to 3D Construction Kit users. Tutorials,
Reviews, Letters etc etc. Excellent for anyone seriously into using this
utility.

+3426 THIRD DIMENSION #2 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The only disk magazine dedicated to 3D Construction Kit users. Tutorials,
Reviews, Letters etc etc. Excellent for anyone seriously into using this
utility.
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+3427 THIRD DIMENSION #3 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The only disk magazine dedicated to 3D Construction Kit users. Tutorials,
Reviews, Letters etc etc. Excellent for anyone seriously into using this
utility.

+3428 THIRD DIMENSION #4 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The only disk magazine dedicated to 3D Construction Kit users. Tutorials,
Reviews, Letters etc etc. Excellent for anyone seriously into using this
utility.

+3429 THIRD DIMENSION #5 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The only disk magazine dedicated to 3D Construction Kit users. Tutorials,
Reviews, Letters etc etc. Excellent for anyone seriously into using this
utility.

+3430 THIRD DIMENSION #6 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The only disk magazine dedicated to 3D Construction Kit users. Tutorials,
Reviews, Letters etc etc. Excellent for anyone seriously into using this
utility.

+3474 THIRD DIMENSION #8 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The latest issue of this great mag for all you 3D Construction Kit users.
Hints, tips, and loads of useful information.

+3485(AB) MAG E #6 UNPACK A B
------------------
A fabulous disk magazine covering all things associated with cult TV. There
are tons of articles about Red Dwarf, Star Trek, Star Wars, Space 1999 etc
etc etc. There is also a large Fantasy & AD&D section.

+3533 THIRD DIMENSION #9 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The latest edition of the excellent disk magazine dedicated to 3D
Construction Kit users. Lots of articles, tutorials and information on
here.

+3561 CYBERPUNK #4 UNPACK DISK
------------------
The latest edition of this great disk mag dedicated to all things in
cyberspace. Internet, cybersex, virtual reality etc etc.

+3565 THIRD DIMENSION #10 UNPACK DISK
-------------------------
The latest edition of the disk mag dedicated to all things 3D.

+3569(AB) MAG E #7 UNPACK A B
------------------
Tons and tons of articles on this disk mag dedicated to Science Fiction,
Fantasy and RPG. An extremely worthwhile read for anyone interested in any
of these subjects.

+3600(AB) UFO:FINDING THE TRUTH UNPACK A B
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-------------------------------
A two disk ufo diskmag/factual info thingy containing dozens of textfiles
about various sightings, explanations, theorys and general UFO and Alien
topics. Super Stuff.

+3612 THIRD DIMENSION #11 UNPACK DISK
-------------------------
Another jam packed issue of TD hits the street. Good for anyone into
anything 3D Construction Kit. Superb disk mag.

+3618 UFO:FINDING THE TRUTH UNPACK DISK
---------------------------
The third instalment of this disk/info mag concerning all things
extra-terrestrial. There are dozens of articles on here about UFO sightings
from around the world, unexplained phenomena and such like.

+3672(AB) THIRD DIMENSION #12 UNPACK A B
-----------------------------
Another issue of this stonkingly good 3D Construction Kit users disk mag.
Tons of articles covering all stuff 3D. He knocks them out at a fair old
rate does my mate Tony ‘I cant write a good game to save my life’ Hartley.

+3712(AB) CYBERPUNK #5 UNPACK A B
----------------------
The latest issue of this ever popular Sci-Fi/Cyber Disk Mag. Includes
articles on all things Hi-Tech in the world today. A good read for 2 quid.

+3719(AB) MAG E #8 UNPACK A B
------------------
Issue 8 of this wonderful disk mag dedicated to bringing you information
about cult TV, film, RPG, and anything else that can be labeled cult. This
issue features tons of articles on Science Fiction (Dr Who, Star Trek, Red
Dwarf etc etc.) and a similar amount of stash to do with RPG, D&D and
fantasy related topics. Sadly this is the last issue. Boo Hoo !!!!

+3720 THE WORD #5 UNPACK DISK
-----------------
A great diskmag with filled with computer related articles and other
‘scene’ news views and topics.

+3727(AB) GRAPEVINE 21 UNPACK A B
----------------------
Finally, after a humungous amount of waiting, comes the most famous disk
magazine in the whole world ever ever ever.

+3763 3RD DIMENSION #13 UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
3D Construction Kit users come hither and cast your beady eyes over this
disk just for you. The thirteenth issue of a wonderful mag dedicated to
you. Containing articles, tutorials, competitions, readers letters and much
much more.

+3769(AB) SHAREWORLD #4 UNPACK A B
-----------------------
A superb disk magazine covering hundreds of articles mainly on the subject
of the public domain. Reviews, articles, tutorials and loads more. There
should be something for everyone on here.
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+3780(AB) ROM #4 UNPACK A B
----------------
A superb "SCENE" diskmag with lots and lots of articles about demo groups
and cracking groups and various scene related stuff.

+3783 THIRD DIMENSION #14 UNPACK DISK
-------------------------
The latest edition of the disk mag dedicated to 3D Construction Kit users.
Tons and tons of articles from very experienced users.

+3807 THE WORD #6 UNPACK DISK
-----------------
The latest issue of The Word from NFA. Loads of articles covering all
things Amiga.

+3817 THIRD DIMENSION #15 UNPACK DISK
-------------------------
The very latest issue of the magazine solely dedicated to all things 3D.

+3861 THIRD DIMENSION #16 UNPACK DISK
-------------------------
Yet another issue of this excellent disk mag. It contains stacks and stacks
of articles for 3D Construction Kit users. Lots of handy hints and tips on
here.

+3867 THE ZX FILES #1 UNPACK DISK
---------------------
The ZX Files is a disk magazine dedicated to everyone out there who either
still uses a Spectrum or uses the Spectrum emulator on the Amiga. As this
is the first issue, articles are a bit thin on the ground, but the author
is hoping that YOU lot out there will contribute. This issue contains
various cheats, instructions for quite a few games, some speccy artwork
(?)and some technical news from the last few years. So put on those rose
tinted spectacles and get bashing those rubber keys.
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